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My interest in developing a hologram along the lines of
what most people expect as the subject of a hologram. . . a
little Princess . . . began in 2001 when I painted a self-portrait
for the Portia Geach Memorial Award, S.H. Irvin Gallery,
Sydney, entitled Dr Dawson and Daughter after Forbidden
Planet (Fig. 1). The painting (oil on canvas and retro-
reflective glass beads), depicts me in a pose of the Magdalen
by Piero della Francesca (fresco; Duomo, Arezzo) but painted
over black so as to be a silhouette somewhat like Casper
David Friedrich’s Wanderer over the Mist. Instead of the view
beyond the wanderer being of interest, the cape forms the
background to a light-emitting painted image of a hologram
showing my daughter playing with her puppy. The painting
refers directly to the moment in Forbidden Planet when Dr
Edward Morbius demonstrates to the amazement of the on-
looking space voyagers his ability to project an image of his
daughter Altara from his mind “. . . because my daughter is
alive in my brain from microsecond to microsecond, while I
manipulate it. . . ”

In the intervening years the idea changed its form from
painting to hologram; however my daughter has remained the
subject (Fig. 2). The Legend of the True Hologram has now
taken the form of an artist’s book in which the intertwining
of the filmic representation of holograms, the development
of actual hologram types such as embossed Rainbow, holo-
video [1] and the long history of the cult of light in art enables
a particular holographic legend to emerge for each beholder.

Description

The pictorial styles characteristic of holographic special
effects seen in films such as Star Wars, I Robot, Total Recall,
Minority Report, Logan’s Run, Star Trek and Forbidden
Planet are combined with specific mosaic, gilding and
jewelling effects (from Santa Prassede, Rome; Santa Maria
Maggiore, Rome; The Baptistery of Saint John, Florence;
Piero della Francesca’s Madonna del Parto at Monterchi;
Simone Martini’s Annunciation in the Uffizzi Gallery,
Florence; the Giotto School St Francis at Assisi and Fra
Angelico’s Annunciation in the Accademia Etrusca, Cortona)
which are applied to the central character, a classically-
draped figure who appears standing in a geometric interior.
The visual arrangement of the work draws on two historic

I This artwork is dedicated to all those who share the holographic faith.

Fig. 1. Dr Dawson and Daughter after Forbidden Planet, 2 × 1.5 meters,
2001 Oil paint and retro-reflective glass beads on canvas.

art works: Piero della Francesca’s fresco cycle in Arezzo,
The Legend of the True Cross and the golden and bejewelled
enamel altar, the Pala D’Oro in San Marco, Venice.

The book cover will be a shim made from some hundreds
of recombined holograms. The subject of this paper is seven
of the images, made for this cover.

The cover will measure 1500 m × 950 mm made up
of 15 major square images which are each surrounded
by a crocheted border. I made the frame by drawing the
geometry of the floor plan of the building onto linen and
then improvising a series of crochet stitches which increase
and decrease around the concave and convex shapes (Fig. 9)
In each scene the crochet frame is rotated to display a plan
view matched to the orientation of the room in which the
figure is standing with respect to the holographic plate for
that particular scene (Fig. 3). This aspect of the work is
derived from a pictorial style frequently employed in action
video games where the picture space displays both a first
person point of view and various insets which lend addition
information through multiple view-points of the same game.
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Fig. 2. Photoshop pre visualization of Georgie Dawson as luminous figure
with light ray 2002.

Jewels

Onto the crocheted frame are collaged several hundred
jewels, all made from holograms donated by companies and
individuals from around the world (Fig. 10). The pearls are
cut from an optical hologram of a plaster bust of Mozart’s
smooth wavy hair, as this classic subject for a plaster bust,
highly-reflective and highly-stable, also remains a mainstay
of optical holograms. This homage has a personal resonance
as the world’s largest hologram at the time, the marble statue
of the Venus De Milo made at the Laboratoire de Physique
et Optique at Besancon in 1976 was the catalyst to my
becoming artist in residence at LOBE [2]. The jewels are
made from combinations of digital patterns and analogue
holograms of the section of a frosted Coke bottle that comes
close to the surface, and the headlight and air guard of
a Harley Davidson. Another of the jewels has a random
star pattern mounted on a security hexagon. The extreme
precision and geometry in the security holograms which
include texts such as original genuine and authentic, is broken
down by collaging in a rather rough manner. This integrates
their exquisite precision with the handmade crochet, full of
flaws. The brightness of these holograms, which form the
jewels of the frame, is also greater than that of the scenes
which they surround.

Cinematic conventions

The format of The Legend of the True Hologram is very
much like most historic narrative cycles where we see the
same character struggle through a series of events, each of
which take place in a different location and time. However,

Fig. 3. Legend of the True Hologram, gold room (designed in Maya) based
on the dome of Borromini’s San Ivo della Sapienza 1642–50 Rome. This
same room is used in all the scenes for the Legend of the True Hologram.
The frame surrounding the scene is the same shape and orientation as the
floor plan.

Fig. 4. Old Acquaintance, aluminum tessera and pastel on fabriano paper
1.5 × 6 meters by Paula Dawson 2004. Images of this work are applied to
the walls of the computer graphic gold room.

to indicate that this is a narrative legend of light in a three-
dimensional place, every one of these scenes is set in exactly
the same location, and the character is in a fixed pose. The
narrative stems primarily from using cinematic conventions
of camera framing to create a story for this one static pose
in a static space. The Hollywood conventions of using the
figure or item of interest one third to two thirds into the
frame and the use of an uneven closed and open space on
the side of the main character designed to make the main
character seem alternately down-hearted and trapped, or free
and open, operate exactly as they do from static shots in film.
In addition stock shots of film, such as close ups, cropping
and aerial views are used. Such framing is unfamiliar with
horizontal-parallax-only hologram subjects, which generally
occupy the centre of frame.

Subject elements

Both the location and the character are composites. The
central figure in all the panels of this narrative cycle is
a composite of two people, made from three laser scans
of the body of a life-drawing model and the head of my
daughter dressed in classical drapery, with a hairstyle and
pose reminiscent both of classical sculpture and the princess
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Fig. 5. Georgie Dawson in white makeup for laser scan.

Fig. 6. 3D point cloud data from first body scan of Lexie Hamilton.

from Star Wars (Figs. 5–8). The shape of the building
in which the figure is standing draws on the geometric
composition of the dome of San Ivo della Sapienza by
Borromini, in Rome, which enables the reflection of light and
imagery from all possible combinations of planar, concave
and convex surfaces (Fig. 3). The floor pattern is derived from
the diagrammatic representation of the interference of two
spherical wave fronts and the mosaic on the wall I handmade
from pastel and aluminium tesserae, scanned and applied to
the walls of the virtual room (Fig. 4).

Origins of the image in science fiction films

My approach to the pictorial style of the character begins
with the best known use of a hologram in film—the image of
Princess Leia in Star Wars, Episode IV, ‘A New Hope’. This
film is probably responsible for generating an idea of what
a hologram is in the mind of the general public, more than
any real hologram or any other film, due to its widespread
availability and the sheer numbers of people who have seen
it. The hologram effect is blue monochrome, and shows
a miniaturized blue, translucent, classically-draped young
female with a light ray attached to her; so, too, is the central
character of my story1.

1 For an overview of the appearance of holograms in films see [7] and in
a slightly different version [8].

Fig. 7. Lexie Hamilton (professional life drawing model) in pose for laser
scan.

Fig. 8. Lexie Hamilton with Minolta laser scanner in background.

The role of the hologram in this film is also quite specific.
The message is a read-only memory, not a real-time means
of delivering a message, as are holograms in subsequent
episodes of Star Wars. Specifically it is the person-to-person
message Princess Leia Organa addresses to the Keeper of the
Force through her body language and accompanying sound
message: “help me Obi–Wan Kenobi, you’re my only hope”.

My character also carries a message for the viewer.
The antecedent of this scene in Star Wars can be traced to

a scene in Forbidden Planet. Dr Edward Morbius projected
an image of his daughter, who was miniature, her figure,
predominantly white, standing on a small disc of light.
Significantly, the image is a projection from Dr Morbius’s
brain with no need of any kind of physical device and
is in real time, whereas in Star Wars the message is a
ROM originating from some kind of mechanical device and
projected by an expanding light ray.

Minority Report, directed by Steven Spielberg, combines
both the idea of a mental projection and a mechanical
capturing of an image. In the “Temple”, the real-time
visualizations of the psychics, who lie in warm water
while electrodes transmit real-time images from their minds
regarding their visions of the future, are somehow captured
and moved around by Tom Cruise with gloves tipped with
little blue lights. He sorts through these mental images in
order to track down what is going to happen in the future.
But also in Minority Report there is a kind of read-only
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Fig. 9. Crocheted surround for holograms made by Paula Dawson with real
jewels supplied by Cerrone http://www.cerrone.com.au/ and arranged by
Paula Dawson.

memory version of a holographic kind of home movie that
Cruise plays over and over in order to be in contact with
his lost loved ones, his son and his wife. These projections
have overtones of the earlier visualizations of holograms
where the person seems to push forward from the picture
plane. In the representation of the hologram in Minority
Report there is a black shadow or hole where the figure
seems to escape from the picture plane and push forward, and
there is a very energetic rippling effect running back as the
people speak. This is definitely a limited, read-only piece of
information, like a message which again is very precious and
cherished and helps the living person become closer to the
person who is represented in the film, and this living person
seeks the experience of being together with someone who is
represented in a virtual way.

One thing common to almost all representations of
holograms in films is a kind of comparison of the virtual
representation of a person and a real representation or a real
experience of that person. This is the aspect of holograms
which has been picked up by theorists such as Umberto
Eco and Jean Baudrillard, and their notions of “simulacra”
and “the hyper-real” are in turn reiterated in films such as
Logan’s Run, which is probably the only film that uses real
holograms. At the conclusion of this film the hero’s hologram
is interrogated, rather than his real self; and the film’s punch
line is that there is no sanctuary, no kind of escape from the
world and the laws of Logan’s Run. The filming shows the
hologram (made by the Multiplex Company 1976) rotated
in reverse, producing real-time special effect, since the face
is distorted by time-smear. In a similar way, duplication and
replication surrounds the holographic character, the doctor in
Star Trek Voyager: Episode 36, ‘Life Signs’. In this episode
the doctor who is a hologram, attempts to save a woman’s life
by making a hologram of her without her debilitating DNA
plague, to enable her to live as a healthy being while being
restored.

Developing further this theme of having the hologram as a
separate being, yet linked to the real being, in Total Recall,

Fig. 10. Crocheted surround for holograms made by Paula Dawson with
holograms supplied by 3D AG http://www.3dag.ch and collaged by Paula
Dawson.

Arnold Schwarzenegger calls upon his hologram, which
appears as a kind of a mirror-image to himself and enables
him to escape. The hologram which cannot be harmed or
killed, has all the visual qualities of Schwarzenegger but can
appear in various locations and full three dimensions apart
from himself. In Total Recall just as in many films with
holograms, there is an important a read-only message left,
and a character who acts upon it. In the case of Total Recall,
the scene with the holograms is prefaced by a conversation
which Schwarzenegger has with a pre-recorded image of
himself on a laptop, which tells him he is not who he thinks
he is.

This idea of a message which is left and will have an
impact some time in the future is a theme running through
films with holograms and probably shown in its fullest extent
in the film I Robot in which the actions of the hero, Will
Smith, are determined almost entirely by his conversation
with a read-only memory message from a hologram—a
hologram that was left just prior to the death of his dear
friend. Like many short and mysterious messages, this one
leaves a margin for interpretation by Smith, yet is quite
impenetrable to other people. Again it was a single person-
to-person message, in which the character of the holographic
figure and the nature of the dialogue, not just simply the
text, but the way in which the text was delivered, and all
the nuances that can generally only be expressed through the
presence of a person, and a shared friendship, enabled the
main character to act.

The visual representations of the hologram are diverse;
for example in Total Recall the hologram is just slightly
transparent but in full colour, whereas in I , Robot it is
in fact completely flat yet appears out in space, like a
speaking, larger-than-life two-dimensional screen, also in full
colour. Some of these holograms are mute, others speak,
and most of them demonstrate that they are different from
reality by having some kind of optical glitch, shimmer or
sparkle, or with missing parts in their image, so that they are
characterized by a lack of perfection and a lack of smoothness
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in their rendering. They often have scan lines running through
them and in general they have a kind of transparency. The
creation of a holographic character can be a way of projecting
ourselves towards a person remote from us in time and space
in order to call upon them to act in a particular way.

What is common to these representation is the sense that
there is an empathy with the person represented in the image
which in reinforced by the energy of light. This engaging
quality of light itself is frequently referred to by artists
who produce holograms [3]. In the section on “Laser and
Holographic Art” in Art in the Electronic Age, Frank Popper
comments:

In order to build an historically legitimate aesthetic of
holography one has to detach oneself from dependence
upon the photographic paradigm so important in
understanding computer art. The persistence of
this paradigm reveals itself especially in the over
emphasised ‘third’ dimension of holography. Taking
a different viewpoint, one can postulate the ‘self-
creating power of light’ as the creative foundation of
the holographic medium [4].

Concepts from science fiction novels

Many of the concepts underpinning the depiction of
holographic characters in films are derived from sci-fi novels.
The classic 1968 novel Do Androids Dream of Electric
Sheep? By Philip K. Dick which is the basis of Blade Runner
describes the act of empathy with a virtual character image in
a compelling way:

. . . [he] crossed the living room to the black empathy
box. When he turned it on the usual faint smell
of negative ions surged from the power supply; he
breathed it eagerly, already buoyed up. The cathode-
ray tube glowed like an imitation feeble TV image;
a collage formed, made of apparent random colors,
trails, and configurations which, until the handles
were grasped, amounted to nothing. So taking a deep
breath to steady himself, he grasped the twin handles.
The visual image congealed; he saw a once famous
landscape, the old, brown, barren ascent, with tufts of
dried out bonelike weed poking slantedly into a dim
and sunless sky. One single figure, more or less human
in form, toiled its way up the hillside: an elderly man
wearing a dull, featureless robe, covering as meager
as if it had been snatched from the sky. . . His own
feet now scraped, sought purchase, among the familiar
loose stones. . . He had crossed over in the usual
perplexing fashion; physical merging-accompanied by
mental and spiritual identification with Wilbur Mercer
had reoccurred [5].

In Neuromancer 1986 William Gibson furthers the
potential of the relationship between the ROM, known as the
Flatline and a living person. The hero, Dix is guided by the
ROM of his deceased friend.

He turned on the tensor beside the Hoska. The crisp
circle of light fell directly on the Flatline’s construct.
He slotted some ice, connected the construct, and
jacked in. It was exactly the sensation of someone
reading over his shoulder. He coughed. “Dix? Mc
Coy? That you man?” His throat was tight. “hey,

bro” said a directionless voice. “it’s Case, man.
Remember?”

“Miami, joboy, quick study”.

“what’s the last thing you remember before I spoke to
you. Dix?”

“Notin”’

‘HANG ON.” He disconnected the construct. The
presence was gone. He reconnected it, “dix? Who am
I?”

“You got me hung, Jack. Who the fuck are you?”

“Ca- your buddy. Parner. What’s happening, man?”

“Good Question”.

“Remember being here a second ago?”

“no”

“Know how a ROM personality matrix works?”

“Sure bro, it’s a firmwear construct”.

“So I jack it into the baks I’m using, I can give it
sequential real-time memory?”

“guess so” said the construct.

“OK, Dix. You are a ROM construct. Got me?” [6]

Luminous presence

There is a parallel between these fictional examples of the
interaction of living and Read Only Memory remains of
people and the appreciation of historic art works which depict
figures and stories long past to contemporary viewers through
art works which spatially encompass and interact with the
environment in a direct way. The element which enables the
transference of the immediate circumstances of viewing into
the static composition is reflective media, which is either used
in totality, as in gilded mosaics, or embedded within matt
surfaces, such as gilded haloes on frescoes.

Initially I planned to derive the pictorial look for seven
of the images The Legend of the True Hologram from the
interpretation of the following historic art works.

(1) Fragmented contoured gilded background, Basilica di
Santa Prassede, Rome;

(2) Fragmented transparency within the mandorla and
gilding at the periphery, Santa Maria Maggiore, Rome;

(3) Value-graduated mandorlas, drapery style mandorlas etc.
Rome; Baptistery of Saint John, Florence;

(4) Gilded halo with painted reflections of scene, Madonna
del Parto, Piero della Francesca, Monterchi;

(5) Punched gilded halo. Annunciation, Simone Martini,
Uffizzi Gallery Florence;

(6) Plain raised halo, San Francesco, fresco Giotto School
Assisi Annunciation;

(7) Text through aureole, Fra Angelico Accademia Etrusca,
Cortona.

Although each of these techniques give rise to a highly
intriguing engagement with the viewer as a direct experience,
some of these interlacings of reflective with matt imagery
did not transpose well to a holographic format. The most
unworkable technique was that used uniquely by Piero della
Francesca for the Madonna del Parto (example 4) and in
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Fig. 11. Plain raised halo, design for hologram.

Fig. 12. Fragmented contoured gilded background, design for hologram.

Fig. 13. Text through aureole, preliminary design for hologram.

its place I used the more common style of linear radiating
gilding (Fig. 18). In each holographic image attention is
drawn to the figure by the activity and punctuation of the light
field surrounding it and the background light field.

The walls themselves, in demonstrating the effect of
multiple reflections of the figure and light ray within the
space as though the room is completely enclosed rather than
being intersected by the hologram plane, void the effect of the
reflection of the viewer’s space which is then reintroduced
through the highly reflective and metallic surface of the
entire hologram in nickel. Intentionally there is a use in
these images of the full dynamic ranges which of necessity
diminished the diffraction efficiency of the image. The dark
and mysterious zones of the interior and the bright glints
of the gilding and particles are integral to creating an
atmosphere of LEGEND. These less bright major hologram
panels are framed by brilliant embossed holograms, in the
same way that the Pala d’oro major narrative scenes in dull
but exquisitely worked enamel are formed by jewels.

In each of these images there are, reminiscent of mosaics,
discrete image units, usually particles within the three-
dimensional spatial volume which vary in scale to the
overall image size and image resolution. In the aerial view

Fig. 14. Fragmented transparency within the mandorla and gilding at the
periphery, design for hologram.

Fig. 15. Text through aureole, final design for hologram.

Fig. 16. Punched gilded halo, design for hologram.

hologram, in which the light ray is a solid smoothly reflecting
gold (Fig. 11) the particles are at their smallest, which
also enhances the sensation of great distance from the
scene. The particles are largest when they become text
(Figs. 13 and 15). The title of the work The Legend of
the True Hologram in several languages, the equations for
interference and diffraction and the theme music from Star
Wars are overlaid at a resolution and scale whereby they
at times disintegrate into the air between the figure and the
viewer.

In each image the orientation of these particles or discrete
image units, and the light reflected from them, is changed e.g.
Random in the aerial view (Fig. 11), horizontal in Figs. 12
and 18, vertical in Fig. 17, diagonal in Figs. 14 and 16 and
radial in Figs. 13 and 15. This is particularly of interest in
the use of the radiating lines of gilding, which I simulated
by drawing quickly on textured paper with an ink pen and
which in some instances are parallel with the slit for the
rainbow hologram (replacement of example 4). The evident
flaws which run parallel to the viewing slit are employed in
this instance in order to generate a further sense of mystery
in the light field surrounding the figure.
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Fig. 17. Value-graduated mandorla, design for hologram.

Fig. 18. Linear radiating gilding, design for hologram.

There are two examples which focus on the mandorla
or the drapery of the figure being a light field. In the first
example they have a very fine, vertical orientation (Fig. 17)
in which the density of the gold, rain-like particles are more
densely clustered around the figure. The second example
(Fig. 14) has the point of view at the edge of the light ray
attached to the figure and the size of the units approaches
that of the wall mosaic. Changes in relative luminance within
the light field enable the figure to range from being fully
luminous to being entirely dark (Fig. 12) and thus alluding to
the preference at various periods in art for light to illuminate
a figure from a particular distance and angle.

Conclusion

Since the scene in Forbidden Planet where Dr Morbius
projected a holographic image of his daughter from his
mind, special effect representations of holographic images
in films began to establish a genre of their own, quite
independent of actual types of holograms. This genre of
the fictional hologram holds two important strands—firstly
the pictorial qualities which have often been compared with
the real qualities of holograms, but secondly, and more
interestingly, the roles and characteristics which are now
routinely associated with holographic characters, and the
empathy real people share with them.
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